BASKETBALL INDIVIDUAL PLAYER EVALUATION FORM
Use this form to complete the Basketball Evaluation Summary Form.
Copy form as needed.
Special Olympics Indiana; 6200 Technology Center Drive, Suite 105; Indianapolis, IN 46278,
fax (317) 328-2018, or email entries@soindiana.org

TEAM INFORMATION:
PROGRAM NAME: _____________________________________

AREA: ___________________________________________

TEAM NAME: _________________________________________

HEAD COACH: ___________________________________

PLAYER INFORMATION:
PLAYER NAME: _____________________________________

NUMBER: ___________________________

ATHLETE

EVALUATOR’S NAME: _______________________________

EVALUATION DATE: __________________

PARTNER

PLAYER EVALUATION:
Instructions: Choose one (1) point value that best describes the players ability. Record that value for the “Score” under each section. When each
section is complete, add each individual score together and record that value for “Total Score.” Divide the “Total Score” by six (6), and record that
value for “Overall Rating.” The Individual Player Evaluation Forms do not need to be turned into the State Office. Use these forms to complete the
Basketball Evaluation Summary Form which MUST be turned into the State Office by Monday, February 13, 2017.

A. BALL HANDLING (Select the most representative choice)

B. PASSING (Select the most representative choice)

Has difficulty dribbling and catching

2 Points

Has difficulty completing a short pass to teammate

2 Points

Possesses very limited ball handling skills

3 Points

Can sometimes make pass to open teammate under pressure

3 Points

Can handle ball with dominant hand only

4 Points

Can only complete a pass while looking directly at target

4 Points

Can handle ball with both hands

5 Points

Has ability to choose best type of pass (bounce, chest, skip)

5 Points

Has ability to go either direction on dribble

6 Points

Has ability to complete a no look or quick pass to teammate

6 Points

Controls game with ability to complete a no look or quick pass to
an open teammate in good position

8 Points

Has ability to beat defender regularly with dominant hand 7 Points
Has ability to beat defender regularly with either hand

8 Points

SCORE:_______________
C. MOVEMENT (Select the most representative choice)

SCORE:__________________
D. SHOOTING (Select the most representative choice)

Maintains stationary position; doesn’t move to loose ball

2 Points

Periodically makes an uncontested layup

2 Points

Moves only 1-2 steps towards ball or opponent

3 Points

Can make shots inside of lane

3 Points

Slow reaction time towards ball and movement limited

4 Points

Can make shots inside of lane; attempts mid range jump shots

4 Points

Movement permits adequate court coverage

5 Points

Can make some mid range jump shots

5 Points

Good court coverage; reasonably aggressive

6 Points

Makes some mid range jump shots; attempts shots from 15’+

6 Points

Exceptional court coverage; aggressive anticipation

8 Points

Excellent shooting form; makes shots from all ranges of court

8 Points

SCORE: ______________

SCORE: _________________

E. GAME AWARENESS (Select the most representative choice)

F. REBOUNDING (Select the most representative choice)

Sometimes confused on offense/defense; may shoot at
wrong basket

2 Points

No understanding of rebounding positions or principles; often
beat to a missed shot

2 Points

Can play in fixed position as instructed by coach; may go
after occasional loose ball

3 Points

Gets rebounds only when they land directly to him/her

3 Points

Limited understanding of the game; can run coach
prompted offensive/defensive sets

4 Points

Goes after loose balls within 3 to 4 steps

4 Points

Moderate understanding of game; some offensive/
defensive sets; occasional fast break

6 Points

Aggressively goes after rebounds; gets many rebounds

6 Points

Advanced understanding of game and mastery of
basketball fundamentals

8 Points

Exceptional ability to get rebounds from either side of basket;
able to get offensive and defensive rebounds

8 Points

SCORE: ______________

SCORE: _________________

Add up the scores from all six (6) sections to determine the TOTAL
Divide the TOTAL SCORE by six (6) to determine the OVERALL

SCORE: _____________

RATING: ______________

 JUNIOR
 SENIOR

 TRADITIONAL
 UNIFIED
 MASTER

Type:

Category:

TEAM CLASSIFICATION:

 FEMALE

 MALE

Gender:

2

1

Level:

4

3

OVERALL TEAM RATING:

TOP 5 RATING:

BOTTOM 5 RATING:

Instructions: Use your Basketball Individual Player Evaluation Forms to fill out this page. List your players in order from highest score to lowest score down the “Name” column.
Fill in the remaining sections for each player using the Basketball Individual Player Evaluation Forms. Add all players’ “Total Scores” together and divide by the total number of
players on the team. Record this value for “Overall Team Rating.” Add the top 5 players’ “Total Scores” together and divide by 5. Record this value for “Top 5 Rating.” Add the
bottom 5 players “Total Scores” and divide by 5 (if less than 10 players on a team, some players may be included in both the “Top” and “Bottom” ratings). Record this value for
the “Bottom 5 Rating.” Once complete, turn this form into the State Office by the deadline listed above (Individual Player Evaluation Forms do NOT need to be turned in).
ATHLETE/
BALL
GAME
TOTAL
OVERALL
NAME
JERSEY #
PASSING MOVEMENT
SHOOTING REBOUNDING
PARTNER HANDLING
AWARENESS
SCORE
RATING

EVALUATION SUMMARY:

HEAD COACH:

TEAM NAME:

PROGRAM NAME:

TEAM INFORMATION:

Special Olympics Indiana; 6200 Technology Center Drive, Suite 105; Indianapolis, IN 46278,
fax (317) 328-2018, or email entries@soindiana.org

Due IN HOUSE to the State Office by Monday, February 13, 2017.
Copy form as needed.

BASKETBALL EVALUATION SUMMARY FORM

